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IndieCollect’s 4K Restoration of NATIONTIME Closes MoMA’s
“To Save and Project” Film Festival!

Restoration Made Possible Thanks to Jane Fonda
& Hollywood Foreign Press Association 

Join Louise Greaves, Shola Lynch and Special Guests at
this Historic Screening

Wednesday, Jan 22, 7pm
Tickets available here.

IndieCollect is proud that the Museum of Modern Art has chosen to present our
restoration of Bill Greaves's long-lost documentary about the National Black
Political Convention, held in Gary, Indiana, in 1972. The screening will serve as
a reunion of some of the surviving participants and their offspring. 

Bill’s widow and filmmaking partner, Louise Greaves, who supervised the
restoration, will make opening remarks, along with Shola Lynch, of the
Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, which holds the Greaves
archive.

IndieCollect’s Steve Blakely inspects the NATIONTIME picture elements

MoMA’s Dave Kehr Talks about NATIONTIME on NPR
Allison Stewart interviewed MoMA curator Dave Kehr on lost-and-found film
treasures. Tune in here to hear him speak about IndieCollect’s restoration of
NATIONTIME which closes the Museum’s “To Save and Project” Film Festival.

Louise Greaves visited IndieCollect to see the reclaimed reels for herself

Thanks to Jeff Aikman for Saving NATIONTIME
NATIONTIME had been processed at the WRS lab in Pittsburgh. When the
WRS lab went bankrupt in 2001, it abruptly shut down. Film collector Jeff
Aikman subsequently acquired its holdings and moved the contents to a nearby
warehouse, not knowing what he had. 

After being told about WRS by Peter Conheim of the Cinema Preservation
Alliance, I traveled to Pittsburgh with IndieCollect team members Israel
Ehrisman and Steve Blakely in February of 2018. There we met Carnegie
Mellon film archivist Emily Davis. She is the person who found the
NATIONTIME film elements in the warehouse — the complete director’s cut,
which had never been released! 

With Jeff’s blessing, we brought NATIONTIME back to IndieCollect for
inspection and restoration.

Finding NATIONTIME in the wreckage of the WRS lab was like
finding a needle in a haystack!

The picture elements found by Emily included the following. 

Reel 1 of 5; A & B original color reversal rolls
Reel 2 of 5; A & B original color reversal rolls
Reel 3 of 5; A & B original color reversal rolls
Reel 4 of 5; A & B original color reversal rolls
Reel 5 of 5; A & B original color reversal rolls

All reels evidenced warping and shrinkage and some showed evidence of mold.
But miraculously not one of the 10 reels was missing!

Unfortunately, only 3 of 5 optical sound track reels were found. So we had to
use another source to capture the audio.

NATIONTIME Restoration Challenges
Bill Greaves was hampered by poor lighting conditions, complicated by the fact
he had little equipment and a tiny crew — his brother Donald and soundman. 

After the elements were scanned using our 5K Kinetta, colorist Dave Pultz took
a first pass at color correction before leaving us to pursue his PhD. Then Oskar
Miarka took over. Matching color from scene to scene proved nearly impossible
even after weeks of work. We and Louise were concerned that color shifts
might distract the audience. We thus decided to try a new version without color.
Louise thought the B&W version was a marked improvement and felt Bill would
have agreed. We will present the B&W version at MoMA on January 22, but
both versions will be archived at Library of Congress and the Schomburg
Center.

Thanks to Jane Fonda and Hollywood Foreign Press Association
On behalf of Louise Greaves and the IndieCollect team, I want to thank Jane
Fonda and the Hollywood Foreign Press Association for underwriting the cost
of restoring this important film.

Louise Greaves prepared a brief prologue to put the film in context, nearly 50
years after it was shot:
 
The National Black Political Convention of 1972 was a turning point in the

struggle for self-determination and equal rights. 
The Convention adjourned without reaching consensus and some

deemed it a failure. 
But the cry of “Nationtime” reverberates as America continues to wrestle

with its legacy of slavery.
 

We hope you will join us for this historic event, and we hope our restoration
of NATIONTIME will bring to the fore the issues that were being debated then
and that resonate today. 

All my best,
Sandra and the IndieCollect Team
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